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7.1 Initial cleaning
After installation there is potential for dust build-up from sawing the planks etc. Because of this we recommend you thoroughly
wash the surface. Washing should be done using a soft brush and water combined with a diluted household detergent.
Spray your terrace using a garden hose or pressure cleaner (pressure cleaner nozzle should be kept 30 cm from the surface and
the pressure limited to 100 bar max) rinsing each plank thoroughly and evenly in the direction of the grooves.
The build-up of static electricity is a natural occurrence for products containing PVC. The phenomenon will disappear with time
should you experience it with your terrace.

max. 100 bar
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7.2 General
Twinson is maintenance friendly but this does not mean maintenance free, you will therefore still need to maintain the terrace.
Terrace(+) planks should be cleaned on a regular basis with a diluted liquid bleach solution, this should help prevent the
build-up of any moss-like deposits.
However as with any other outdoor wall or floor covering/rendering using wood, plastic or stone etc, the risk of decay from a
combination of external factors, in which water often plays an important role, can occasionally occur. The surroundings,
orientation, design and condition of the original building will often influence how well (or not) your wall/terrace performs.
Your surroundings and orientation are not usually things your can control, if you are aware you live in an urban location near
busy roads or heavy industry it may be advisable to opt for a darker colour (e.g. Liquorice black 502). Over time this colour will
be less sensitive to the more pollutant of environments.
The longer the period the planks are exposed to natural weathering the less susceptible they will be to staining. In particularly
sheltered areas with little or no extreme pollutants, dirt can still build-up from dust and pollen etc, this is due to air pollution.
When such particles come into contact with moisture, (from damp air, dew or rain), water marks can form creating clearly
defined dark edged marks. In regularly weathered areas, rain will dilute these particles, washing them away naturally.
To help prevent these accumulations of dirt forming, we recommend cleaning with a soft brush or sponge with lots of water
(you can add a mild soap solution to clean stubborn marks).
After installation avoid dragging garden furniture, outdoor grills or any sharp objects across the surface, try to keep the surface
generally free of debris that could cause damage. Scratches that do appear will usually weather to a consistent colour meaning
they become less visible, this is due to the products density and through colour formulation. Twinson material contains its own
natural protection and therefore does not need treatment from artificial preservatives or staining products. Painting, deck
sealant application or water proofing is also not necessary, if applied these products will not bond effectively to the surface and
will eventually flake off. Use of any of these types of products is not covered by the Twinson warranty.
All decking material and wood-composite products are expected to experience some level of weathering over time. During the
first 12 weeks of exposure to the elements, Twinson will typically weather to a slightly lighter shade from the original colour.
This process is a result of a combination of water absorption in the wood fibres and UV stabilisation at the surface of the planks.
Close inspection shows that this colour change or fading is due to the natural bleaching of the wood fibres. After this initial
acclimatising, any colour change will be less visible.
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7.3 Cleaning and care
• Cleaning with a pressure cleaner is allowed if the instructions for use are followed and the applied pressure is not higher
than 100 bar. Adopt a minimum distance of 30 cm and move the waterjet in the direction of the grooves and prevent the
use of circular jet movements.
• Remove burrs and/or scratches :
Remove burrs with a steel brush, sand paper or steel wool
Always work in the direction of the grooves
Remove dust after treatment

• Ice and snow:
Calcium chloride or rock salt which is available in many DIY centres will melt on Twinson decking.
When possible, rinse away, do not let it soak in. Remember, any marks should be removed as soon as possible using
lots of water, a sponge and a mild cleaning product where applicable.
Use caution when removing snow or ice with a shovel, use a snow shovel not a metal shovel as this may scratch
the deck. Damage of this nature is not covered by the Twinson warranty.
• Burn spots:
Rub the surface lightly with fine abrasive paper, a wire brush or steel wool.
Always work in the same direction as the grooves to minimise damage to the surface.
• Food deberis:
Use a pressure cleaner, eventually rubbing aggressively using a diluted liquid bleach solution
• Paints (synthetic and water based):
Carefully remove as much paint as possible using a filling knife or something similar
Rub the surface lightly with fine abrasive paper, a wire brush or steel wool.
Always work in the same direction as the grooves to minimise damage to the surface.
• Vegetable, animal or other fats and oils:
Use O-Clean P9545: spray the product over the affected area and rub it in. Leave to allow cleaner to work.
Rinse thoroughly with lots of water
P9545 comes in a 200ml bottle (12 per box)

The use of the following Deceuninck cleaning products is prohibited!
PVC Cleanup P956
PVC Protect P960
Decoclean P961
PVC Cement Wipe-off P965
Consult the chemical resistance and cleanability document if marks have not disappeared or dried immediately.
For each generic name there are different products that demand special cleaning instructions.
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Twinson material has been extensively tested on a large number of products that it may come into contact with during its
application. There are 3 categories:
• Is resistant to: This product type leaves no permanent mark on the material or the stain disappears in a short space of
time after outside exposure.
• Is less resistant to: This product type leaves a light mark on the material.
• Is not resistant to: This product type leaves marks on the material that remains clearly visible.

RESISTANT TO

LESS RESISTANT TO

NOT RESISTANT TO

Floor cleaning soap + water

Butter

Silicone (= a silicone based sealant)

Concentrated bleach solution

Milk

Acrylic paint

(chlorinated water)

Sun cream

Synthetic paint

Concentrated ammonia

Vinegar

Shoe polish

Road Salt (for icy roads)

Red wine

Felt-tip

Weed killer

Ketchup

Deceuninck cleanup

Household product used to clean windows

Candle wax

Lipstick

(e.g. Instanet)

Cement cleaner

PVC glue

White spirit

Strong acids

Chlorinated water used in swimming pools

Strong bases

Dish washing detergents (e.g. Dreft)

Acetone

Coffee
Fruit juice
Coca cola
Drinking chocolate
Chalk
Isobetadine
Silicone oil (= a silicone based lubricant)
Fuel oil (diesel & petrol)
Lubricants based on petrol derived
products (liquid & solid)
Cement
Synthetic thinner
Graffiti cleaner
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Cleanability Twinson material:

GENERIC NAME

PRODUCT

SPECIAL CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
if not removed immediately (*)

Vegetable, animal and other
fats & oils

Butter
Milk

Spray O-CLEAN on the mark and rub if desired.
Leave to act for a few minutes, then rinse with large
quantities of water.

Yoghurt
Olive oil
Salad oil
Fondue oil
Mayonnaise
Cocktail sauce
Frying oil
Sun cream
Lubricant
Motor oil
Petrol
Heating oil
...
Lubricant
Burns

Cigarettes
Charcoal

Stubborn food residues

Ketchup
Tomato puree
Spaghetti sauce
Red wine

Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel brush or
steel wool (**)
Scrub well with a diluted bleach solution, then rinse
with large quantities of water.
The use of a pressure washer (***) is recommended
to remove stubborn residues.

Fruit
Instant soup
...
Sugar-containing soft drinks

Coca cola
Fruit juice
Soft drinks
...

Hot drinks

Coffee
Tea

General cleaning products

Scrub well with a diluted bleach solution, then rinse
with large quantities of water.
The use of a pressure washer (***) is recommended
to remove stubborn residues.
Scrub well with a diluted bleach solution, then rinse
with large quantities of water.

...

The use of a pressure washer (***) is recommended
to remove stubborn residues.

Floor cleaning soap

---

Bleach solution
...
Special cleaning products
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Cement cleaner

Scrub well with a diluted bleach solution, then rinse
with large quantities of water.

Deceuninck cleanup

Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel
brush or steel wool (**)

Graffiti cleaner

Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel
brush or steel wool (**)

O-Clean

---
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Cleanability Twinson material:

GENERIC NAME

PRODUCT

SPECIAL CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
if not removed immediately (*)

Organic solvents

Acetone
MeCI

Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel brush or
steel wool (**)

MEK
Trichloroethylene
Isopropanol
Tetrahydrofuran
Diethyl ether
...
Acids

Sulphuric acid
Nitric acid

Bases

Caustic soda
Ammonia

Paint

Water-based
Synthetic

Hardened materials

Silicone
Glue
Candle wax

Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel brush or
steel wool (**)
Lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper, a steel brush or
steel wool (**)
Remove paint with a filling knife and lightlt sand surfaces
with fine sandpaper, a steel brush or steel wool (**)

Repeated treatment with O-CLEAN
If this treatment is unsuccessful, remove material with
a filling knife and lightly sand surfaces with fine sandpaper,
a steel brush or steel wool (**).

(*) If certain marks have not been removed immediately for any reason, they may dry on the surface.
They typically fade or disappear after exposure to outside conditions (sun and water).
(**) Sand in the direction of the grooves to prevent unnecessary damage to the surface. By removing the upper layer the
original colour as established at installation is acquired. This minor difference will be rectified after no more than 12 weeks
by which time the colour will be uniform.
(***) Pressure washer (max 100 bar) combined where needed with a mild cleaning product.
Always use the water jet in the direction of the grooves, avoiding any turning movements.
Note: This must be set on single stream setting and not on multi stream.
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7.4 Replacement
After replacing a plank, the Terrace(+) planks need to acclimatise again, this means there will be a colour difference initially.
You can accelerate the weathering process by regularly adding moisture to the new plank using water. The difference in colour
between the new and the old planks will converge much faster.

7.4.1 P9555 with P9540
SEQUENCE FOR PLANK REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT
Step 1: To replace a plank, unscrew the clips P9540 on every support beam next to the plank that needs to be replaced.
Step 2: Release the plank that needs to be replaced.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3: Place the new Terrace plank in the clips.
Step 4: Place the Terrace plank in its final position.

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5: Push the plank in its proper position and screw every clips.

Step 5
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7.4.2 P9555 with P9528
SEQUENCE FOR PLANK REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT
Step 1: Cut the Terrace plank to be replaced into two pieces along its length so it can be easily released.

Step 2: Place the new Terrace plank in its final resting position. Now shift the plank 60mm in the direction of the adjacent planks.
Mark the position of the hook of the P9528 clip. The marking should be on one side of the Terrace plank on the lower lip
or flange. Remove the new Terrace plank and cut away the lip of the new plank where you have marked so the new
Terrace plank can slide over the hook of the P9528 clip.

60mm

Step 3: Lay the Terrace plank flat by lining up the saw cuts with the hooks of the P9528 clips. Finally shift the Terrace plank 60mm
to the correct position.

60mm
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7.4.3 P9520
SEQUENCE FOR PLANK REMOVAL/REPLACEMENT
Step 1: Place a lever (chisel or trowel etc) into the first clip in the joint between the Terrace+ planks.

Step 2: Lever the chisel or trowel so that the spring style clip is compressed, this will allow the Terrace+ plank to be removed from
the clip. Follow the same procedure for each clip along the length of the plank to be removed.
CAUTION: Be sure that the tool used for leverage is wide enough so that the edges of the Terrace+ planks are not damaged.

Step 3: To replace the missing plank you will need to follow the same procedure. Measure and cut the new plank to size.
Tilt the plank and hook one side into the spring clips. Lay the plank flat, compressing the clips along the length until the
new plank is in position.

Although it is possible to replace a plank in case of damage, the clip and slide system can not be used as an access opening.
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